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FORM 7 
 

MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 

Name of Listed Issuer:  TransCanna Holdings Inc.  (the “Issuer”). 

Trading Symbol: TCAN   

Number of Outstanding Listed Securities: 45,733,040   

Date: May 31, 2020   

This Monthly Progress Report must be posted before the opening of trading on the fifth 
trading day of each month.  This report is not intended to replace the Issuer’s obligation 
to separately report material information forthwith upon the information becoming known 
to management or to post the forms required by Exchange Policies.  If material 
information became known and was reported during the preceding month to which this 
report relates, this report should refer to the material information, the news release date 
and the posting date on the Exchange website. 

This report is intended to keep investors and the market informed of the Issuer’s ongoing 
business and management activities that occurred during the preceding month.  Do not 
discuss goals or future plans unless they have crystallized to the point that they are 
"material information" as defined in the Policies. The discussion in this report must be 
factual, balanced and non-promotional. 

General Instructions 

(a) Prepare this Monthly Progress Report using the format set out below.  The 
sequence of questions must not be altered nor should questions be omitted or left 
unanswered.  The answers to the items must be in narrative form.  State when the 
answer to any item is negative or not applicable to the Issuer.  The title to each 
item must precede the answer. 

(b) The term “Issuer” includes the Issuer and any of its subsidiaries. 

(c) Terms used and not defined in this form are defined or interpreted in Policy 1 – 
Interpretation and General Provisions. 

Report on Business 
1. Provide a general overview and discussion of the development of the Issuer’s 

business and operations over the previous month.  Where the Issuer was inactive 
disclose this fact. 
Lyfted Farms has recently executed a lease on property in Lemoore, 
California that has received approval for a 'rezoning' to 'Industrial.' The newly 
approved 'Industrial' zoning designation makes the facility eligible for 
cannabis delivery, along with distribution, manufacturing, and cultivation 
activities following the anticipated approval of a Conditional Use Permit and 
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Development Agreement, applications for which are currently being 
finalized. The company has also filed entity registration documents with the 
California Secretary of State under the name Lyfted Farmacy Inc., to create 
a new subsidiary with the intention of this business unit being dedicated to 
delivery. 
Provide a general overview and discussion of the activities of management. 
In California, cannabis has been deemed an essential service and our entire 
team has been dedicated to meeting that challenge so the Company is 
carefully monitoring the public health impact of the coronavirus (COVID-19) 
on a daily basis. Our first priority is the health and safety of our communities, 
shareholders, employees and other stakeholders. The TransCanna team has 
been working closely to ensure all the correct protocols and safety 
precautions are in place and will continue to act proactively to protect the 
health of its workforce. 
Describe and provide details of any new products or services developed or offered. 
For resource companies, provide details of new drilling, exploration or production 
programs and acquisitions of any new properties and attach any mineral or oil and 
gas or other reports required under Ontario securities law. 
 
With the depth of management talent now in the organization, the Company 
will initiate a new Crop Management Services division in 2020. Several 
cannabis growers in the area have shown interest in hiring TransCanna 
management to oversee the process of managing crops and bringing 
product to market. 

2. Describe and provide details of any products or services that were discontinued. 
For resource companies, provide details of any drilling, exploration or production 
programs that have been amended or abandoned. 
Not applicable for the month of May. 

3. Describe any new business relationships entered into between the Issuer, the 
Issuer’s affiliates or third parties including contracts to supply products or services, 
joint venture agreements and licensing agreements etc. State whether the 
relationship is with a Related Person of the Issuer and provide details of the 
relationship. 
The Company announced that products made by Lyfted Farms (a wholly-
owned subsidiary) will now be sold at Cookies retail locations, beginning 
with the renowned marijuana and lifestyle retailers' flagship store in 
Oakland, California. Cookies is a leading, globally-recognized lifestyle and 
cannabis brand based in California, offering over 50 cannabis varieties and 
product lines. Realizing the Lyfted Farms motto (A Higher Standard of 
Growing) products made by the TransCanna subsidiary will now also be 
featured alongside the Cookie cannabis brands' other high-quality 
offerings.. 
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4. Describe the expiry or termination of any contracts or agreements between the 
Issuer, the Issuer’s affiliates or third parties or cancellation of any financing 
arrangements that have been previously announced. 
Not applicable for the month of May. 

5. Describe any acquisitions by the Issuer or dispositions of the Issuer’s assets that 
occurred during the preceding month.  Provide details of the nature of the assets 
acquired or disposed of and provide details of the consideration paid or payable 
together with a schedule of payments if applicable, and of any valuation. State how 
the consideration was determined and whether the acquisition was from or the 
disposition was to a Related Person of the Issuer and provide details of the 
relationship. 
Not applicable for the month of May. 

6. Describe the acquisition of new customers or loss of customers. 
Not applicable for the month of May. 

7. Describe any new developments or effects on intangible products such as brand 
names, circulation lists, copyrights, franchises, licenses, patents, software, 
subscription lists and trade-marks. 
To initiate operations at the Daly Avenue facility Lyfted Farms will need 
approval from California for its State licenses, those applications are 
currently in process. 

8. Report on any employee hirings, terminations or lay-offs with details of anticipated 
length of lay-offs. 
Not applicable for the month of May. 

9. Report on any labour disputes and resolutions of those disputes if applicable. 
Not applicable for the month of May. 

10. Describe and provide details of legal proceedings to which the Issuer became a 
party, including the name of the court or agency, the date instituted, the principal 
parties to the proceedings, the nature of the claim, the amount claimed, if any, if 
the proceedings are being contested, and the present status of the proceedings. 
Not applicable for the month of May. 

11. Provide details of any indebtedness incurred or repaid by the Issuer together with 
the terms of such indebtedness. 
Not applicable for the month of May. 

12. Provide details of any securities issued and options or warrants granted. 
The Company issued 3,600,000 Units at a price of $0.50 per unit during the 
month of May. Each units consists of one common share of the company 
and one common share purchase warrant exercisable at $0.75 for a period 
of two years. The Warrant also contains an accelaration clause whereby if 
the price is equal to or greater than $1.25 for a period of 20 consecutive 
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trading days the Company has the right to accelerate the expiry date of the 
Warrant. 
In a mutual agreement with certain contractors and related parties, it will be 
returning 750,000 common shares to treasury. 

(1) State aggregate proceeds and intended allocation of proceeds. The 
Company received gross proceeds of $1,800,000 for working capital. No 
Finders’ fees were paid on the non-brokered private placement. 

13. Provide details of any loans to or by Related Persons. 
Not applicable for the month of May. 

14. Provide details of any changes in directors, officers or committee members. 
15. The Company announced the appointment of Ms. Stephanie Wesik to the 

Board of Directors as well as the position of President. Mr. Bob Blink will 
continue as CEO of the Company and maintain a Board seat. 
Mr. Arni Johannson resigned as Chairman of the Board and as a Director 
with Mr. Douglas Mason assuming the role of Chairman. 

16. Discuss any trends which are likely to impact the Issuer including trends in the 
Issuer’s market(s) or political/regulatory trends. 

United States Regulatory Environment Applicable to the Cannabis Industry 

Cannabis is a Schedule I controlled substance under the Federal Controlled 
Substance Act (the “CSA”). Even in those states, and the District of Columbia, in 
which the cultivation, manufacture and use of medical or adult-use cannabis has 
been legalized, the possession, use, cultivation and transfer of cannabis remains 
a violation of federal law. Federal law criminalizing the use of cannabis pre-empts 
state laws legalizing the use of cannabis for medicinal or adult-use purposes and, 
therefore, strict enforcement of federal law regarding cannabis would severely 
restrict the ability of the Issuer to implement its business plan.  

The U.S. Department of Justice (the “DOJ”) under the Obama administration issued 
memoranda, including the so-called “Cole Memorandum” issued on August 29, 
2013, describing DOJ’s priorities for enforcement of federal cannabis prohibitions 
under the CSA. Generally, the DOJ described the prosecution of individuals and 
companies engaged in the use, manufacture and distribution of medical cannabis 
when such individuals or companies were in compliance with state regulatory 
systems as an inefficient use of federal investigative and prosecutorial resources. 
The DOJ’s position is predicated on state regulatory and enforcement efforts that 
are effective with respect to certain enumerated federal enforcement priorities 
under the CSA. In the “Cole Memo,” the DOJ advised all federal prosecutors that 
federal enforcement of the CSA against cannabis-related conduct should be 
focused on eight priorities, which are the prevention of: (1) distribution of cannabis 
to minors; (2) diversion of revenue from sale of cannabis to criminal enterprises, 
gangs and cartels; (3) transfer of cannabis from states where it is legal to states 
where it is illegal; (4) the use of cannabis activity as a pretext for trafficking in other 
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illegal drugs or engaging in illegal activity; (5) violence or use of firearms in 
cannabis cultivation and distribution; (6) drugged driving and adverse public 
health consequences from cannabis use; (7) growth of cannabis on federal lands; 
and (8) cannabis possession or use on federal property. 

In addition, Congress enacted an omnibus spending bill for fiscal year 2016 
including a provision prohibiting the DOJ (which includes the Drug Enforcement 
Administration) from using funds appropriated by that bill to prevent states from 
implementing their medical-use cannabis laws. This provision was renewed on 
December 22, 2017; however, it is effective only until April 19, 2018 and must be 
renewed by Congress in subsequent years. This prohibition must be included in 
the Senate version of the fiscal year 2018 Commerce, Justice, and Science (CJS) 
Appropriations bill to remain effective. Currently, only the Senate version of the 
CJS Appropriations bill includes the prohibition and the House version does not. 
A final decision is dependent on the outcome of the House-Senate conference 
committee’s final version of the bill. In USA v. McIntosh, the United States Circuit 
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held that this provision prohibits the DOJ 
from spending funds from relevant appropriations acts to prosecute individuals 
who engage in conduct permitted by state medical-use cannabis laws and who 
strictly comply with such laws. The Ninth Circuit’s opinion, which only applies in 
the states of Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii and Idaho, also held that persons 
who do not strictly comply with all state laws and regulations regarding the 
distribution, possession and cultivation of medical-use cannabis have engaged in 
conduct that is unauthorized, and in such instances the U.S. Department of Justice 
may prosecute those individuals. 

Issuer does not intend to engage in any of the activities enumerated in the Cole 
Memo, but federal prosecutors have significant discretion in their interpretation of 
these priorities. Therefore, no assurance can be given that the federal prosecutor 
in the judicial district where the Issuer is engaged in its cannabis activity will agree 
that those activities do not involve the activities enumerated in the Cole Memo. 
There is also no guarantee that the current administration or future administrations 
will not revise the federal enforcement priorities enumerated in the Cole Memo or 
otherwise choose to strictly enforce the federal laws governing cannabis 
cultivation, manufacturing, distribution or retail sales. Penalties for violation of 
federal laws related to cannabis-related business could result in prosecution and 
in the event of conviction, fines or asset forfeiture.  In addition, the federal 
government has in the past seized the assets of cannabis businesses under civil 
forfeiture statutes. 

Political and regulatory risks also exist due to the recent election of Donald Trump 
to the U.S. presidency. Mr. Trump’s positions regarding marijuana are difficult to 
discern. It remains unclear what stance the Department of Justice under the new 
administration might take toward legalization efforts in U.S. states, but federal 
enforcement of the Controlled Substances Act and other applicable laws is 
possible. 

Despite the legal, regulatory, and political obstacles the marijuana industry 
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currently faces, the industry has continued to grow. 

U.S. Federal Laws in Respect of Banking 

Under U.S. federal law it may be a violation of federal money laundering statutes 
for financial institutions to accept the deposit of proceeds from marijuana sales or 
any other Schedule I substance. Canadian banks are also hesitant to deal with 
cannabis companies, due to the uncertain legal and regulatory framework of the 
industry. Banks and other financial institutions could be prosecuted and possibly 
convicted of money laundering for providing services to cannabis businesses. 
Under U.S. federal law, banks or other financial institutions that provide a cannabis 
business with a checking account, debit or credit card, small business loan, or any 
other service could be found guilty of money laundering or conspiracy. Despite 
these laws, the U.S. Treasury Department issued a memorandum in April of 2014 
outlining the pathways for financial institutions to bank marijuana businesses in 
compliance with federal law.  

Under these guidelines, financial institutions must submit a “suspicious activity 
report” (“SAR”) as required by federal money laundering laws. These marijuana-
related SARs are divided into three categories: marijuana limited, marijuana 
priority, and marijuana terminated, based on the financial institution’s belief that 
the marijuana business follows state law, is operating out of compliance with state 
law, or where the banking relationship has been terminated. The memorandum also 
outlines the due diligence required of banks dealing with marijuana-related 
businesses. The due diligence requirements may act to limit participation by many 
banks.  On April 27, 2017, Rep. Perlmutter introduced H.R. 2215 – the Secure and 
Fair Enforcement Banking Act of 2017 to grant banks and other financial 
institutions immunity from federal criminal prosecution for servicing marijuana-
related businesses if the underlying marijuana business complies with state law. 
The bill was referred to the Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, Homeland Security, 
and Investigations on September 21, 2017. There can be no assurance that H.R. 
2215 will be passed in its current form or at all. In both Canada and the United 
States, transactions involving banks and other financial institutions are both 
difficult and unpredictable under the current legal and regulatory landscape. 
Legislative changes to help reduce these challenges would eliminate these 
challenges for companies in the cannabis space, and would improve the efficiency 
of both significant and minor financial transactions.  

California State Laws Applicable to the Medical-Use Cannabis Industry  

On  27, 2017, Governor Jerry Brown signed the Medicinal and Adult-Use Cannabis 
Regulation and Safety Act (“MAUCRSA”) to reconcile the Control, Regulate and 
Tax Adult Use of Marijuana Act with California’s previous medical marijuana laws. 
California was the first state to pass medical marijuana in 1996, allowing for a not-
for-profit patient/caregiver system, but there was no state licensing authority to 
oversee businesses that emerged. “Patient/caregiver” system refers to the type of 
non-commercial medical marijuana laws that were passed from 1996 to 2008. These 
laws permitted qualified patients to cultivate their own medical marijuana or 
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designate a caregiver to cultivate on behalf of a patient or patients.  

MAUCRSA establishes a licensing and regulatory framework for medical marijuana 
businesses and adult-use marijuana businesses in California. The system has 
multiple license types for dispensaries, infused products manufacturers, 
nurseries, cultivation facilities, testing laboratories, transportation companies, and 
distributors. Licenses will be designated as either “M” for medical marijuana or “A” 
for adult-use.  All transactions involving cannabis, other than dispensary sales, 
must be conducted between holders of a California license.  In addition, “M” 
licensees may only sell to other “M” licensees or, in the case of an “M” dispensary, 
to holders of a physician recommendation. Likewise, “A” licensees may only sell 
to other “A” licensees or, in the case of an “A” Dispensary, to individuals over the 
age of 21. Edible infused product manufacturers require either volatile solvent or 
nonvolatile solvent manufacturing licenses depending on their specific extraction 
methodology. Multiple agencies oversee different aspects of the program and 
businesses are required to apply and receive state license and local approvals to 
operate. California began licensing both medical marijuana businesses and adult-
use marijuana business at the state level under MAUCRSA after April 1, 2018.  

An applicant under the MAUCRSA must obtain local approval and a state license. 
The state license approval process is not competitive, and localities are accepting 
licenses based on timelines within their individual ordinances. Localities may 
prohibit medical marijuana business or limit the number of licenses offered in their 
jurisdiction. The Bureau of Cannabis Control, the Department of Food and 
Agriculture, and the Department of Public Health released emergency regulations 
for MAUCRSA on November 16, 2017. Cities and counties across the state are 
either adopting local licensing and regulations around both medical and adult-use 
cannabis or modifying their current regulations for consistency with MAUCRSA.  

The application process for a state license requires submission of policies and 
procedures designed to ensure compliance with the emergency regulations.  The 
policies and procedures relate to personnel, safety, security, building design and 
related matters.   

Risks Related to Conflicting Federal and State Laws  

The cannabis industry is currently conducted in thirty three states and the District 
of Columbia. These jurisdictions have passed laws either decriminalizing or 
legalizing the medicinal or recreational use of cannabis. However, under U.S. 
Federal law, the possession, use, cultivation, and transfer of cannabis remains 
illegal. The Federal, and, in some cases, State law enforcement authorities have 
frequently closed down retail dispensaries, growers, and producers of cannabis 
products and have investigated or closed physician offices that provide medicinal 
cannabis recommendations. To the extent that an affected retail dispensary, 
grower, producer, or physician office is a customer of the Issuer or Issuer’s 
licensee, it will affect the Issuer’s revenue. Enforcement actions that impact new 
retail dispensaries, growers, producers and physician offices entering the 
cannabis industry may materially affect the Issuer’s business and operations.  
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Risks Related to the Current Operating Model  

Under U.S. Federal law, the possession, use, cultivation, and transfer of cannabis 
is illegal. The Issuer sells and transports cannabis to its customers who are 
engaged in the possession, use, cultivation and transfer of cannabis. As a result, 
law enforcement authorities may seek to bring an action or actions against the 
Issuer, on the basis of, but not limited to, a claim of aiding and abetting another 
criminal’s activities. The Issuer will vigorously defend all such actions but such 
actions would have a material effect on the Issuer’s business and operations.  

Regulatory Risks 

The activities of the Issuer are subject to intense regulation by governmental 
authorities. Achievement of the Issuer’s business objectives are contingent, in 
part, upon compliance with regulatory requirements enacted by these 
governmental authorities and obtaining all regulatory approvals, where necessary, 
for the sale of its products. The Issuer cannot predict the time required to secure 
all appropriate regulatory approvals for its products, or the extent of testing and 
documentation that may be required by governmental authorities. Any delays in 
obtaining, or failure to obtain regulatory approvals would significantly delay the 
development of markets and products and could have a material adverse effect on 
the business, results of operations and financial condition of the Issuer. 

Risks Associated with Clearing Shares of Cannabis Companies with U.S. assets 
 
The Canadian Depository for Securities (CDS) is currently reviewing a possibility 
to change its policy which would allow CDS to refuse to settle trades in a small 
group of cannabis firms with American investments. If implemented, this policy 
change would make it difficult for the Issuers’ current investors to trade the 
Issuer’s stock. The statement from the CSE made on Friday, August 4, 2017, noted 
that it continues to accept new stock listings of companies in the cannabis 
industries as long as these companies meet disclosure rules and other listing 
standards. The Issuer believes that it is in compliance with all required standards 
and has provided its shareholders with all regulatory and risk disclosures that may 
apply to it. 
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Certificate Of Compliance 

The undersigned hereby certifies that: 

1. The undersigned is a director and/or senior officer of the Issuer and has been duly 
authorized by a resolution of the board of directors of the Issuer to sign this 
Certificate of Compliance. 

2. As of the date hereof there were is no material information concerning the Issuer 
which has not been publicly disclosed. 

3. The undersigned hereby certifies to the Exchange that the Issuer is in compliance 
with the requirements of applicable securities legislation (as such term is defined 
in National Instrument 14-101) and all Exchange Requirements (as defined in 
CNSX Policy 1). 

4. All of the information in this Form 7 Monthly Progress Report is true. 

Dated:  June 10, 2020. 

 Michele Pillon  
Name of Director or Senior 
Officer 

 “Michele Pillon” 

Signature 
CFO  
Official Capacity 
 

Issuer Details 
Name of Issuer 

TransCanna Holdings Inc. 

For Month End 
 
 
May 31, 2020 

Date of Report 
YY/MM/D 
 
20/06/10 

Issuer Address 
 
#928 – 1030 West Georgia St. 
City/Province/Postal Code 
 
Vancouver, BC V6E 2Y3 

Issuer Fax No. 
(     ) 

Issuer Telephone No. 
(     ) 

Contact Name 
 
Michele Pillon 

Contact Position 
 
CFO 

Contact Telephone No. 
 
604-657-2109 

Contact Email Address 
mpillon@transcanna.com 

Web Site Address 
www.transcanna.com 
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